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Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) generally becomes more severe 
over time (1). However, there is no specific timeline that 
this condition follows. Each patient will have their own 
experience of the illness; some may never reach an advanced 

stage of the disease (1). However, if MS progresses to 
advanced stages, quality of life can be significantly affected 
by symptoms, requiring the support of third parties and 
specialized professionals as a whole (2). 

Despite improvements in palliative care (PC), its access 
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remains inconsistent, even in developed countries. Overall, 
only a small proportion (14%) of those who need PC 
receive this type of care (3). In contrast, with the trajectory 
of non-malignant diseases, MS often presents a long and 
uncertain evolution (4). While robust evidence supports 
treatment decisions in advanced MS, recent guidelines 
suggest incorporating a palliative approach as the disease 
progresses (5-7).

Even though patients with chronic non-oncologic 
diseases, including long-term neurological conditions, 
experience problems and challenges similar to patients with 
advanced cancer, they are less likely to receive PC (8). The 
long trajectory of MS and uncertain prognosis suggests the 
need for a PC model different from cancer (9).

Most studies on the effectiveness of PC in patients 
with MS have focused on the quality of life and symptoms 
burden (3). The main cost components in PC with more 
advanced diseases are production losses, hospitalizations, 
and informal care (9). Recent studies show that PC 
improves patient and family satisfaction. This care is also 
related to reducing hospital costs, mainly due to the shorter 
hospital stay, less use of intensive care units, and less use of 
emergency services (5-7). 

An interaction between the specialties of neurology, 
physical medicine rehabilitation, and PC should be 
assumed, with a view to a comprehensive and effective 

patient management approach (5,10). There are barriers 
to PC in MS. MS has an unpredictable trajectory (1). It 
is difficult to frame MS as a disease needing PC by users 
and health professionals (4-7). There is also a deficit in 
healthcare structures for PC (4-7). A small percentage of 
users receive PCs when needed (3). Overall, there has been 
little education and training for neurologists in the PC area 
since the residency program. Some skills, particularly in 
communication, can be learned with appropriate training 
and experience (9). 

The main objective of this research is to map and to 
update the integration of PC in patients with advanced 
MS. Specifically, to identify the practice and efficacy 
of PC in patients with advanced MS, recognize the 
appropriate moment during the disease for referral to PC, 
and understand the perception of advanced MS patients, 
their relatives, and health professionals, regarding PC. 
This research aims to update the knowledge about PC in 
patients with severe MS. It is intended to inform about 
new guidelines and justify the need for the creation of 
an integrated service of neuropalliative care, as well as of 
reference criteria for integration in these services. This 
scoping review was based on the principles recommended by 
the Joanna Briggs Institute and the PRISMA-ScR reporting 
checklist (11,12) (available at https://apm.amegroups.com/
article/view/10.21037/apm-23-455/rc).

Methods

A scoping review was conducted by searching the following 
databases: Scopus, Medline (PubMed), ISI Web of 
Knowledge, and SAGE, published between January 2011 to 
December 2022. The keywords “multiple sclerosis” AND 
“palliative care” were used. In the Medline database, these 
terms were used as Mesh Terms. 

It is a mixed method review, so it involves the combination 
of quantitative and qualitative studies for data synthesis 
and transformation (13). The typology of articles included 
was randomized controlled trials, controlled clinical 
trials, controlled before and after studies, quantitative 
and qualitative, presenting as criteria for inclusion: target 
population consisting of adult patients (aged 18 years 
or older) diagnosed with MS; therapeutic intervention 
integration into PC programs; and outcome related to the 
cost-effectiveness of the same. Studies on the perspectives 
of patients, caregivers, and health professionals regarding 
integrating PC were included. No restrictions were applied 
regarding the subtype of MS, gender, ethnicity, frequency 
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of use of health services, and language. Review articles, 
opinions and reflections, and books or book chapters were 
used as exclusion criteria. Articles that presented other 
neurological conditions or that included the validation of 
evaluation instruments were also excluded.

The selection of the studies resulted from research, 
which took place on December 2nd, 2022, at 6.03 p.m. 
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT). The selection of the 
articles was conducted independently by two researchers. 
First, the selection was based on the titles and abstracts, 
followed by the full text, according to the inclusion and 
exclusion criteria. Data from the included studies were 
extracted and stored through the Microsoft Excel program.

Data was extracted manually and independently analyzed 
by the two researchers, namely study quality, eligibility and 
data synthesis and analysis. Any differing opinions regarding 
articles’ relevance and results were solved by reaching a 
consensus among the authors. Data analysis focused on the 
unmet needs of patients with MS and on the evaluation of 
cost-effectiveness of PC interventions in MS.

A total of 158 articles were identified in the databases. 
After the deletion of duplicate articles, 83 were analyzed 
based on the title and abstract, of which 26 articles were 
excluded. The remaining 57 full-text articles were analyzed, 
and 19 articles were included. A flow diagram following 
PRISMA guidelines was used to present the article selection 
process in Figure 1 (12).

Results

Of the 19 selected articles, the oldest is dated from 2011, 
and the most recent is from the year 2022. The largest 
number of publications occurred in 2014 (n=3; 15.8%), 
2018 (n=3; 15.8%), and 2021 (n=3; 15.8%). Regarding its 
origin, the majority are from Germany (n=8; 42.1%).

All the articles focused on PC, in various aspects, 
following the criteria previously established. The studies 
highlight the provision of PC relating to MS, with users 
(n=9; 47.4%), family members (n=3; 15.8%), and health 
professionals (n=6; 31.6%) as the main participants. 

Given the systematization of the results, it was decided 
to present the data in two large groups. The first refers 
to the cost-effectiveness of PC intervention in users with 
MS (Table S1), including randomized prospective clinical 
trials—A (n=3; 15.8%) and retrospective studies—B (n=1; 
5.3%) and studies related to the provision of this care 
through the telephone line—C (n=3; 15.8%). The table 
divides the studies into the country of origin, population, 
intervention performed, and results obtained through the 
PC intervention.

The second group points to the perception of the unmet 
needs of users with MS by users, caregivers, and health 
professionals (Table S2). Each study was analyzed for its 
origin, population, intervention performed, and results 
obtained through the PC intervention.

Figure 1 PRISMA flow diagram. 
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Understanding how the integration of PC is being 
carried out in these patients is fundamental to analyze new 
proposals for the provision of this type of care. However, it 
is crucial to understand the perspective of each of the actors 
involved in this process. Hence the need for clarification of 
the impact of these unmet needs on the provision of care.

For a summarization of the essential elements of 
each study, an analysis of all the results was performed. 
Categories were then identified from the in-depth analysis 

of the articles, as they illustrated the factors that impact 
the effectiveness of care in users with MS (Figure 2). In 
addition, emerging categories were also grouped regarding 
unmet needs felt by users with MS, their caregivers and 
health professionals concerning the care provided (Figure 3).

Effectiveness of PC intervention in users with 
MS

Financial costs 

Financial costs are a key parameter when assessing the 
effectiveness of a healthcare intervention. One of the 
retrospective studies included in this section (14) evaluated 
the time trends of PC in patients hospitalized from 2005 to 
2014 in the United States of America (USA). They found 
that national trends in the use of PC increased 120-fold and 
that the proportion of PC intervention in in-hospital death 
gradually increased by 7.7% in 2005 and 58.8% in 2014. 
Hospital PC scans were associated with increased hospital 
stay and death but reduced hospital expenses (14).

Concerning the cost-effectiveness of this type of 
intervention, a study compared a palliative home approach 
and usual care. The authors report that the home PC 
presented lower costs than the conventional PC provided 
by the National Health Service (15).

Symptoms reduction

Reduction of symptomatology is a central aim of PC, and 
when treating severe MS. In these patients, the symptoms 
presented in advanced stages of the disease are like those 
presented throughout the disease, but with greater severity 
and leading to functional disability (16). Thus, the main 
symptoms presented in users diagnosed with MS, in 
an advanced stage, such as pain, nausea, vomiting, oral 
cavity problems, and sleep disorders, improve in patients 
undergoing PC intervention compared to conventional 
intervention (16). From the data found, it is verified that this 
improvement is maintained 12 weeks after the suspension 
of the intervention but not at 24 weeks (9). Higginson et al. 
also observed that early referral to the intervention of PC 
in MS has no significant evidence, compared to the later 
reference, regarding the reduction of symptomatology (9).

Caregiver overload

PC intervention represented a statistically significant effect 
in reducing caregiver burden (9). It is also notable that 
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Figure 2 Map of results measured by the number of studies 
included in the scoping review. PC, palliative care; MS, multiple 
sclerosis. 

Figure 3 Perception of unmet needs on the part of health 
professionals, caregivers, and users with MS. MS, multiple 
sclerosis. 
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early referral to PC in this pathology plays a central role 
in reducing caregiver burden (9). Comparing the place of 
care with the presence of caregiver burden, Solari et al. (16),  
found there was no effect of home-based palliative approach 
(HPA) on the Zarit Burden Interview (ZBI) score, or 
interaction between intervention and center.

Telephone helpline

The German MS society reports that conventional 
health services for users diagnosed with advanced MS are 
insufficient to meet all patients’ needs. To put users with 
advanced MS in contact with the PC, a helpline was created 
that allows consultation/counseling from the domicile (17).  
A pilot study was developed allowing the access to PC 
through a direct national telephone line (17). Subsequently, 
this study was implemented by Strupp et al. in 2017 (18) 
and reevaluated in 2020 (19). The consultations included 
information on PC and hospice care (28.8%), access to PC 
and hospice care (by previous refusal 5.4%), general care of 
MS (36.1%), adequacy of housing (9.0%), and emotional 
support in crises (4.5%). In the evaluation carried out in 
2020, there were 303 telephone calls, and PC or hospice 
care was indicated in 27.7% of these.

Perception of unmet needs

The unmet needs felt during the provision of PC in MS are 
widely addressed in the literature; to systematize the results, 
the different perspectives felt by the various stakeholders 
will be discussed below.

Health professionals

Regarding the perception of health professionals, it will 
be important to highlight that the perspectives of different 
professional groups (doctors, nurses, social workers, among 
others) were included, as well as the perspective of different 
specializations in the medical area (20).

Difficulty in framing PC in MS
Unanimity in the view of the medical group about the 
provision of PC in patients with MS is not verified. 
Neurologists associate PC at the end of life and are resistant 
to understanding the need for PC in this pathology (7). In 
the Golla et al. (21) study, most physicians felt that they had 
already offered their patients sufficient PC support, with no 
place for specialized care. These previous statements do not 

fit the view of PC physicians, who consider that they should 
be provided to users with severe degenerative pathology 
and should be performed in a specialized context (7). 
Turning their eyes to other groups of health professionals, 
nurses and social workers consider PC as an opportunity for 
patients with advanced MS (21).

Leclerc-Loiselle and Legault (22) report that health 
professionals generally feel that a PC approach for people 
living with advanced MS is mandatory; however, the 
main impediment to this provision of care is that health 
professionals do not feel comfortable systematically 
integrating them into their care delivery.

Lack of resources/structure of PC
Physicians in the PC understand that this type of care is 
essential for users with advanced MS, understanding that 
they are not exclusive to end-of-life care (7). These present 
as one of the main barriers to the lack of resources and how 
this care is being provided (7). 

When studying nurses and social workers, it was found 
that they recognized the main difficulty of the deficits in 
existing healthcare structures (21).

Biopsychosocial-spiritual needs
In one of the studies included, a comparison was made 
between the unmet needs felt about PC by nurses and 
patients (2). The unmet needs were evaluated in the physical, 
social, spiritual, psychological, and financial dimensions. 
The study results showed that nurses provided a higher 
score regarding the physical dimension, followed by the 
social, spiritual, and psychological dimensions; the lowest 
score belonged to the financial dimension. It is important to 
highlight that the score returned to each of the dimensions 
by nurses was lower than the users’ evaluation (2).

Golla et al. (23) analyzed the unmet needs from the 
perspective of health professionals. The main categories 
identified were ‘support to family/friends’, ‘health services’, 
‘managing daily life’, and ‘maintaining biographical 
continuity’. The main categories identified were ‘support 
to family/friends’, ‘health services’, ‘managing daily life’, 
and ‘maintaining biographical continuity’. While physicians 
assessed the most dissatisfied needs in the ‘health services’ 
category, nurses and social workers focused on unmet 
needs in the categories ‘support from family/friends’ and 
‘maintaining biographical continuity’.

Concerning advance care planning (ACP), health 
professionals have difficulty initiating this conversation 
and choosing the ideal time to start this process. The 
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unpredictable character of the disease hinders this 
management. However, health professionals understand, 
value, and have the skills and confidence to effectively 
engage in ACP-related conversations and processes. ACP 
should be seen as a ‘process over time’, not a ‘one-time’ 
event; revisiting/repeating conversations where necessary as 
MS progresses (24,25).

Patients with MS

Difficulty in framing PC in MS
Cheong et al. (7) report that users associate PC with end-
of-life and struggle to understand the need for PC in this 
pathology.

Lack of resources/structure of PC
Bužgová et al. (3) evaluated two groups: the intervention 
group was offered a consultation with specific expertise of 
the multidisciplinary PC team and referral to the different 
team members as needed, and the control group was 
provided standard care through a regular check-up in the 
neurological center (once every 3 months). The intervention 
group showed greater satisfaction in all areas analyzed 
(relationship with the physician, disease management and 
decision/communication) and the functional status of the 
user. Users enrolling patients with more severe MS disease 
indicate that in the conventional care provided, the numbers 
of neurology consultations, home visits, and emotional 
support from the nursing team are insufficient (24).

Biopsychosocial-spiritual needs
Galushko et al. (26) point out the needs not met by users 
in the main categories of ‘support for family and friends’, 
‘health services’, ‘manage daily life’, and ‘maintain 
biographical continuity’. Patients expressed the desire for 
greater family support and the need to be seen as distinct 
individuals. They find a substantial deficit in the doctor-
patient relationship and the coordination of services.

For ACP, participants’ narratives focused on difficulties 
in planning for an uncertain future, perceived obstacles to 
engaging in ACP (that included uncertainty concerning MS 
disease progression), previous negative experiences of ACP 
discussions, and prioritizing symptom management over 
future planning (24).

Only Noormohammadi et al. (27) specifically aimed to 
clarify the spiritual dimension of patients with MS needing 
PC, and other two had a brief reference to this dimension 
in the studies by Bužgová et al. (3) and Dadsetan et al. (2).  

Holistic care requires an overview of human nature 
consisting of several aspects: physical, mental, social, and 
spiritual, and thus, the neglect of any dimension can create 
difficulties in achieving the established health objectives. 
During the interviews conducted with the users included in 
the study, for the explanation of the concept of spiritual care, 
the concepts of restoration of the identical essence and its 
nature, self-knowledge of the patient, the disease as a factor 
of proximity to God, were important, giving meaning to life 
and disease as a facilitator for the game of self-purification. 
According to the results of this research, caring for patients 
with MS requires dedication and attention to spiritual 
needs. Health planners should pay attention to this care and 
develop strategies to design spiritual interventions (27).

Caregivers

Lack of resources/structure of PC
Borreani et al. (6) added that the unmet needs felt by 
caregivers transcended medical issues and embraced 
organizational and psychosocial issues and health policies.

Biopsychosocial-spiritual needs
The main unmet needs were classified into the following 
categories: ‘relationship with the doctor’, ‘individual 
support of the health system’, ‘relationship with the 
individual severely affected by advanced MS’, ‘end-of-life 
issues’, and ‘self-care’ and ‘greater awareness of MS’. Users 
and their caregivers share these needs. The authors add that 
caregivers refer to their recipients’ unmet needs and not 
exactly their own (28).

Discussion

This review aimed to identify and understand the 
integration of PC in patients with advanced MS. Generally, 
the international literature points to some barriers and 
difficulties in implementing PC. In this study, we try to 
direct attention to MS, namely, to identify the practice 
and efficacy of this type of specialized care, as well as the 
appropriate phase for referral to PC, during the course of 
the disease. It is intended to inform about new guidelines 
and justify the need for the creation of an integrated service 
of neuropalliative care, as well as of reference criteria for 
integration in these services.

There is a consensus that the treatment of MS patients 
should be complex and include specialized PC services 
(7,29,30). Neuropalliative care should be the basis for 
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providing care to patients with advanced MS in the 
advanced stage of the disease (7,30). In fact, when an 
increase in disability occurs, the clinical picture becomes 
more complicated, with various symptoms, such as 
fatigue, physical dysfunctions (e.g., problems of spasticity, 
swallowing or speech), intense pain, psychological/social 
distress, and cognitive impairment (31). However, all these 
disabling symptoms can occur at any stage of the clinical 
course (31). Quality of life can be defined as the individual’s 
perception of their position in life in the context of culture 
and value systems in which they are part of their objectives, 
expectations, standards, and concerns. Several aspects are 
defined, including systems associated with disease and 
treatment, physical function, psychological and social 
aspects, and those associated with family or work and 
economic factors (32). Quality of life is thus related to the 
individual’s ability to enjoy the activities of a normal life. 
Currently, one of the main objectives of health care is to 
improve the quality of life-related to health, in addition 
to the intended biological effects of cure, improvement or 
palliation of the disease and seeks to empower the individual 
for the management of his disease (33). The disease affects 
not only the patient but also his caregivers, family members, 
and any others who maintain effective close relationships 
with the former (34). In these circumstances, it is legitimate 
to question the welfare of those involved in this process, 
well-being, and resources that are often put to the test on 
this route. Caring for a palliative patient at home constitutes 
a challenge for the family/primary caregiver. Family support 
is a central concept in PC. The family/main caregiver hopes 
to find adequate answers to their needs to ensure their 
family member’s health and social care with the highest 
quality and dignity and may be subject to care overload (35).  
According to the current investigation, specialized PC 
services for patients with MS can positively affect symptoms 
and quality of life and may also reduce the burden on family 
members (7,10). It is important to highlight that users and 
caregivers who received specialized PC could discuss and 
manage the most severe symptoms and emotional problems 
more efficiently, as well as the possibilities of support 
services (3).

In this review, regarding the quality of life, contrary 
to what was stated by the international literature, there 
was no stated improvement with the implementation of 
PC in advanced MS; it should be noted that only a single 
study included a debate on this component (16). This 
information contradicts the overall essence of PC, based on 
the improvement of the symptomatology of the user and 

having as the core of their competencies the improvement 
of quality of life (36). Analyzing the perspective of the 
caregiver, it is verified that in all the studies included in 
this perspective, there was a positive effect in reducing the 
burden of caregivers (37). The early referral to the PC team 
also positively affected the caregiver’s burden (9).

An important recommendation was related to the ideal 
time for referring these patients to PC. It is recognized 
that this should occur as early as possible and before the 
terminal phase of the disease is reached (3). It is observed 
that this type of intervention presents a positive outcome 
regarding improving symptomatology (9). However, 
based on the results of the studies included in this review, 
we cannot conclude that an early referral will positively 
affect the reduction of symptom burden (9). Despite this, 
other literature suggests that professionals should discuss 
PC with their patients as soon as possible and establish, 
together with them, a plan for the approach, ensuring 
their autonomy (38). To help resolve this issue, it would 
be important to create referencing criteria. Identifying 
“signposts” of when to integrate PC into the treatment 
course of MS remains challenging, mainly because of 
patient symptomatic complexity and heterogeneity, yet 
there are already strong indications showing that PC can be 
a valuable complementary asset for this patient group (39).  
However, the Higginson et al. (9) study reveals that 
when one of the five symptoms are present: pain, nausea, 
vomiting, mouth problems and sleeping, users benefit from 
inclusion in PC. These symptoms can be seen as “flags” for 
when to integrate PC into routine MS management (39). 
An inadequate understanding of PC and the techniques for 
managing death and dying contributes to the early rationing 
of end-of-life care (28). Improvements in training and 
education should aim to address this inadequate knowledge.

The provision of PC has been shown to improve the 
quality of care and patient and family satisfaction and 
reduce costs (35). In the context of advanced MS, economic 
efficiency is further observed through decreased healthcare 
costs, shorter hospital stays, and increased deaths outside 
of healthcare facilities (3). This study confirms the financial 
benefits of home-based PC (15).

Regarding the most appropriate place for this care 
delivery, it is assumed that most patients with advanced-
stage MS should remain at home, under the care of their 
caregivers (14,15). Hospice care is often recommended for 
patients with advanced MS. However, the organization 
of PC services varies widely among countries and health 
systems (40). To bridge this gap, patients in home care 
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should receive treatment from a qualified interdisciplinary 
team, with regular home visits as needed (41). If difficult 
symptoms arise or hospital-level procedures are required, 
patients should have immediate access to a PC team. If 
hospitalization is necessary, patients should be admitted 
to a hospital department with the care of a PC service, 
neurology, or internal medicine (41).

With regard to the integration in PC, a German 
investigation on home PC with direct telephone hotline 
support found telephone interventions are helpful (18). 
When telephone interventions are included, patients are 
consulted relatively more frequently about their typical 
palliative symptoms, such as pain or psychosocial problems. 
Several studies have examined the unmet needs of MS 
patients. These studies indicate various needs related 
to medical help, assistance with daily living activities, 
psychosocial help, and other factors, such as rehabilitation 
and non-professional care (21,23,26,28). In addition to the 
physical burden, psychosocial circumstances, social isolation, 
and changes in the state of independence, relationships, and 
social functions also affect MS patients (38). 

By knowing the unmet needs, it will be possible for 
us to design a more adequate model to overcome the 
flaws in the current model, whether these are in terms of 
resources and structures of the health care provided, the 
most suitable place to provide care, planning early care, 
symptom management, education and expertise of health 
professionals and caregivers, and emotional support (10). It 
is thought that if unmet needs are met, there will probably 
be a reduction in cost and improvement in effectiveness, 
given that a decrease in access to non-specialized care 
such as emergency services and hospitalizations will be 
predictable (9). One of the objectives of this review was 
to describe the perceptions of patients with advanced MS, 
their families, and health professionals regarding PC. 
These views are distinct, comparing the different prisms 
evaluated. Health professionals tend to score unmet needs 
at a lower level compared to patients themselves (7).  
Patients and neurologists share the idea that PC is intended 
for end-of-life care and struggle to understand the need 
for its integration into this pathology (7). On the other 
hand, palliative physicians cite the lack of resources as 
the main barrier to its implementation (7). In addition to 
these difficulties, many physicians feel that they already 
provide the necessary PC to their users; others do not feel 
comfortable integrating them systematically, and finally, 
the lack of specialized training in this intervention area 
is unanimous (2). These statements may be accounted 

for by the lack of knowledge about these themes (32). In 
addition to not understanding the benefits of this care, 
health professionals have difficulties in facing the inherent 
emotional aspects. Indeed, there is consensus on the lack of 
training for teams dealing with PC in MS (33,42,43).

Users have pointed out the unmet needs in the main 
categories of support (6,19,23). And caregivers tend to refer 
to the unmet needs of their recipients rather than their 
own (28). In the studies included in this review, caregivers’ 
unmet needs are omitted; most of the studies ignore the 
caregivers, and if they are included, this is in conjunction 
with the perspectives of users and not as a separate group (9).  
PC services could be better understood and improved if 
users and caregivers were evaluated separately (9).

ACP is a continuous, dynamic process of reflection and 
dialogue between an individual, those close to them, and 
their healthcare professionals concerning the individual’s 
preferences and values concerning future treatment and 
care, including end-of-life care (44). Koffman et al. (24)  
reported that health professionals have difficulty initiating 
conversations about ACP with MS patients and choosing 
the ideal time to start this process. Participants’ narratives 
focused on difficulties in planning an uncertain future, 
perceived obstacles to engaging in ACP (that included 
uncertainty concerning MS disease progression), 
previous negative experiences of ACP discussions, and 
prioritizing symptom management over future planning. 
Communication skills training and education/mentoring 
should be provided to health professionals working with MS 
users. And efforts should be made to understand structural 
and country-specific legal constraints related to ACP 
embed approaches and to evaluate the effectiveness of ACP 
for people with MS and their families, including quality 
improvement. ACP should be seen as a ‘process over time’, 
not a ‘one-time’ event; revisiting/repeating conversations 
where necessary as MS progresses (24).

Bužgová et al. (3) conducted a study to explore the 
potential of a PC intervention provided by a multidisciplinary 
team. They found that offering consultations tailored to the 
patient’s needs, with the option for family members to join, 
was of great benefit to both the patient and the caregiver. 
This suggests that people with advanced MS should receive 
specialized PC and that a unified European model should 
be developed. To ensure the effectiveness of such a model, 
training of health professionals should be guaranteed, both 
in basic and specialized courses (31).

This study has some limitations. The results presented 
are taken from a limited investigation body, sometimes 
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with methodologies that present a reduced sample. It is 
important to note that studies reporting the intervention 
of PC in MS are reduced and present different approaches 
(home, hospital, among others). Overall, the body of 
available literature omits many aspects of health care 
without rehabilitation investigations and continuing care 
experiences. Cultural homogeneity also presents itself as a 
limitation of this review. Therefore, to achieve or maintain 
proportionate healthcare experiences, it is necessary to 
use high-quality qualitative research to gain a deeper 
understanding of the full healthcare experience for people 
with MS.

Conclusions

The main objective of this research was to map and 
understand the integration of PC in patients with advanced 
MS. Specifically, we have identified the practice and efficacy 
of PC in patients with advanced MS. PC in advance MS is 
financially efficient: reducing health care costs, shortening 
the duration of hospitalization, and increasing the number 
of deaths outside health facilities (3). Home PC has also 
been reported to be financially advantageous (14,15). 

Regarding the ideal time for referring these users to 
PC, it was impossible to define a specific moment. The 
patients with MS should have access to specialized PC 
when they reach the severe phase of the disease, being 
referenced as early as possible (17). One of the appropriate 
options is providing a multidisciplinary team to provide 
targeted consultations based on the needs of patients (31). 
Personalized support, particularly in communication/
decision-making, should be provided to older patients and 
patients with worse prognoses (31).

From the point of view of patients with advanced MS 
health professionals, all patients with MS have PC needs in 
the physical, social, spiritual, psychological, and economic 
dimensions, and patients should be able to access PC 
appropriate to their individual needs (26,28). It should 
have been considered that these issues have important 
implications for the future planning and provision of PC 
services (29).

Future research needs to identify the most appropriate 
way to improve the implementation of PC in advanced 
MS and other prolonged neurological conditions. The 
creation of benchmarks is crucial. The governing entities 
should address the integration of specialized PC services 
in prolonged neurological conditions, and this should be 
a priority for the research and formulation of national and 

international policies. Special attention should be given to 
the need for training of health professionals involved in the 
follow-up of this pathology. 
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Table S1 Cost-effectiveness of PC intervention in patients with MS

References, title, country Objectives Population Intervention Results

A: prospective randomized clinical trials

Rosato et al. 2021, Living with severe 
multiple sclerosis: Cost-effectiveness of a 
palliative care intervention and cost of illness 
study, Italy

-Assess the cost-effectiveness of HPA 
for people with MS
-Assess the direct costs of healthcare 
in this population

Adults with advanced MS (n=76):  
group 1 =50, group 2 =26

Evaluation of the cost-benefit ratio of a household palliative approach; 
group 1: HPA, group 2: standard-of-care; duration: 6 months; cost-
effectiveness evaluation at the beginning of the second, after 3 and 6 
months, through national evaluation of the health system and scales: (I) 
POS-S-MS, (II) EQ-5D-3L QALYs)

• The mean QALYs were close to zero, and the mean difference of the groups was −0.006
• The average cost difference was −394€
• The cost-benefit ratio POS-S-MS showed a slight reduction in symptoms, with unchanged costs
• Average costs due to MS were €23,195/year, almost equally distributed by the national health 
system (€13,108) and house DCs (€10,087)
• Personal care, medications, and home rehabilitation accounted for 80% of the total expenses

Solari et al. 2018, Randomized controlled 
trial of a home-based palliative approach for 
people with severe multiple sclerosis, Italy

Assess the effectiveness of a palliative 
approach at home for adults with 
advanced MS and their caregivers

Adults with MS and caregivers (n=78): 
group 1 =50 HPA, group 2 =26 standard 
care

Application of HPA or standard care (ratio 2:1); duration: 6 months; 
evaluation at 3 and 6 months: POS-S-MS and SEIQoL-DW

• Reduced symptom load in the HPA group (P=0.047)
• SEIQoL-DW did not differ in either group: quality of life and secondary outcomes (patient and 
caregiver)
• There was no effect of HPA on ZBI score (P=0.83), or interaction between intervention and center 
(P=0.20)

Higginson et al. 2011, Evaluation of a 
new model of short-term palliative care 
for people severely affected with multiple 
sclerosis: a randomized fast-track trial to 
test timing of referral and how long the 
effect is maintained, United Kingdom

-Evaluate whether the timing of referral 
to the PC affects the results
-Evaluate the potential for modification 
due to PC intervention
-Assess whether the effect of PC 
intervention is maintained over time

Adults with advanced MS and caregivers 
(n=52)

Referral to the PC (multiprofessional team)/intervention group (short 
term) + control group (after 12 weeks); duration: 6 weeks (follow-up 
six months); evaluation: (I) whether the timing of referral to the PC 
in the short term affects the results and (II) potential effect of the PC 
team’s intervention in the short-term (sustained long-term results after 
withdrawal of PC intervention) POS-S-MS (pain, nausea, vomiting, 
mouth problems and sleep disorders) and ZBI

• After the PC intervention, an improvement in PC was found  
• Higher ZBI score in the intervention group (short term) 
• After withdrawal of the PC intervention, the effects were maintained for 12 weeks with no 
recurrence at 24 weeks

B: retrospective study

Lee et al. 2018, Ten-year trends of palliative 
care utilization associated with multiple 
sclerosis patients in the United States from 
2005 to 2014, USA

Examine the trends of 10 years of PC 
in hospitalized users

Hospitalized users diagnosed with MS 
(n=228,444)

Evaluation of PC time trends in patients admitted to the 2005–2014 
National Health System (PC association and costs)

• National trends in PC use increased 120 times (2005–2014) 
• PC proportion in in-hospital deaths gradually increased by 7.7% in 2005 to 58.8% in 2014 
• PC in MS patients may affect hospital use and charges 
• Hospital PC was associated with increased length of hospital stay and hospital death, but reduced 
hospital expenses

C: PC telephone line

Strupp et al. 2020, Follow-Ups with callers 
of a palliative and hospice care hotline for 
severely affected multiple sclerosis patients: 
Evaluation of its impact, Germany

Assess the impact of the hotline and 
analyze challenges and possible 
barriers to the integration of PHC 
services

Patients with MS and caregivers (n=303) Implementation of advice/access to PC through a direct national 
telephone line (MS German Society); duration: 3 years

• 303 phone calls (54.5% women, mean age =51 years, 87.7% progressive chronic MS, mean 
disease duration =17 years) 
• 27.7% of PC or hospice care were indicated

Strupp et al. 2017, Evaluation of a palliative 
and hospice care telephone hotline for 
patients severely affected by multiple 
sclerosis and their caregivers, Germany 

Set up a national helpline to facilitate 
access to PHC

-Patients with MS and caregivers (n=222) Implementation of advice/access to PC through a direct national 
telephone line (MS German Society); duration: 27 months

• 222 phone calls (114 users, 61 careers, 8 healthcare professionals, 8 users of the German MS 
Society, 31 not specified) 
• Average age of users 51.12 years, and the mean duration of the disease was 18 years 
• A total of 31.1% of those who called reported “typical” palliative symptoms (such as pain 
=88.4%), 50.5% reported symptoms of MS  progression, and 35.6% reported psychosocial 
problems 
• Consultations included information on PC and hospice care (28.8%), access to PC and hospice 
care (by previous refusal 5.4%), general care of MS (36.1%), adequacy of housing (9.0%), and 
emotional support in crisis situations (4.5%)

Knies et al. 2015, A palliative care hotline for 
multiple sclerosis: A pilot feasibility study, 
Germany

-Implement pilot PC advice through 
direct telephone line for users with MS 
and their caregivers
-Assess its preliminary feasibility 
through a pilot study

-Implement pilot PC advice through direct 
telephone line for users with advanced MS 
and their caregivers 
-Assess its preliminary feasibility through a 
pilot study

Pilot study of implementation of advice/access to PC through a 
direct national telephone line (MS German Society); links driven 
by a structured script quantitative (number of calls) and qualitative 
evaluation (PC eligibility criteria); duration: 1 year

• 18 phone calls, 15 users (10 eligible for PC—medical features, nursing care, care overload, and 
death/dying concerns)

MS, multiple sclerosis; HPA, home-based palliative approach; PC, palliative care; POS-S-MS, The Palliative Outcome Scale-Symptoms-MS; EQ-5D-3L-QALYs, The EuroQol five-dimension descriptive system quality-adjusted life years; SEIQoL-DW, Schedule for the Evaluation of Individual Quality of Life-
Direct Weighting; ZBI, Zarit Burden Interview; PHC, palliative and hospice care. 
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Table S2 Perception of the unmet needs of patients with MS by patients, caregivers and health professionals

References, title, country Objectives Population Intervention Results

Koffman et al. 2022, “I wanna live and not think about 
the future” what place for advance care planning for 
people living with severe multiple sclerosis and their 
families? A qualitative study, United Kingdom

Explore under what situations, with 
whom, how, and why do people 
with MS their families engage in 
advance care planning

Users with MS and family 
members (n=49): 5 healthcare 
professionals; 27 users with MS; 
17 family members

Interviews and ethical discussion group Participants’ narratives focused on three major themes: (I) planning for an uncertain future; (II) perceived 
obstacles to engaging in ACP that included uncertainty concerning MS disease progression, negative 
previous experiences of ACP discussions and prioritizing symptom management over future planning; (III) 
preferences for engagement in ACP included a trusting relationship with a health professional and that 
information then be shared across services. All groups have difficulty in indicating the ideal time to start 
this discussion of care

Bužgová et al. 2021, Satisfaction of Patients with 
Severe Multiple Sclerosis and Their Family Members 
With Palliative Care: Interventional Study, Czech 
Republic 

Determine the factors that affect 
satisfaction with care in patients 
with MS and their caregivers

Adults with advanced MS and 
caregivers n=200 (103 patients 
+ 97 caregivers): group 1: PC 
intervention, group 2: control 
group

Patients in the intervention group had access to neuropalliative care 
in the form of consultations with a multidisciplinary team. The control 
group provided standard care with routine neurology consultation; 
duration: 3 months; evaluation through modified questionnaire, 
CANHELP Lite (patients and family)

Group 1 presented > satisfaction in all areas analyzed (relationship with the doctor, disease management 
and decision/communication) + functional status of the user

Dadsetan et al. 2021, Palliative care needs of patients 
with multiple sclerosis in southeast Iran, Iran

Compare PC needs from the point 
of view of nurses and patients

154 neurology nurses + 132 MS 
patients

Application of questionnaire to assess palliative care needs; duration: 
4 months

The results showed a significant difference between the two groups in terms of all dimensions (physical, 
social, spiritual, psychological, and economic dimension) for palliative needs

Cheong et al. 2019, Accessing palliative care for 
multiple sclerosis: A qualitative study of a neglected 
neurological disease, Malaysia

Examine and contrast the 
perceptions of MS users, 
neurologists and palliative care 
physicians in relation to PC 
provision

Adults with advanced MS and 
healthcare professionals (n=22):  
12 patients with MS;  
5 neurologists; 5 PC doctors

Semi-structured interview Patients and neurologists associated PC at the end of life and struggled to understand the need for 
PC in MS. Another barrier was the lack of understanding about the PC needs of patients with MS. PC 
physicians also identified the scarcity of resources and their lack of experience with MS as barriers 
to adequate care provision. The current reference-based care route was considered a barrier to the 
provision of PC

Noormohammadi et al. 2019, Identification of 
Concepts of Spiritual Care in Iranian Peoples with 
Multiple Sclerosis: A Qualitative Study, Iran

Explore and explain dimensions of 
spiritual care for patients with MS

Adults with advanced MS and 
caregivers (n=25)

Interviews (4–100 min); duration: 13 months For the explanation of the concept of spiritual care was an important the concept of restoration of 
identity essence and nature, disease as a factor of proximity to God, giving meaning to life and disease 
as a facilitator for the game of self-purification

Leclerc-Loiselle and Legault, 2018, Introduction of 
a palliative approach in the care trajectory among 
people living with advanced MS: perceptions of home-
based health professionals, Canada

Describe the perceptions of 
health professionals about the 
introduction of a PC approach in 
the trajectory of care of people 
living with MS

Health professionals of patients 
with advanced MS (n=13)

Focus groups; individual interviews with nurses, occupational 
therapists, and social workers

The professionals reported difficulties in introducing a PC approach. Healthcare professionals reported 
that they feel that a PC approach for people living with advanced MS is mandatory; however, they do 
not feel comfortable integrating it systematically into their care

Golla et al. 2015, Unmet needs of caregivers of 
severely affected multiple sclerosis patients: A 
qualitative study, Germany

Gain insight into the subjectively 
dissatisfied needs of caregivers of 
patients with MS

Caregivers of patients with 
advanced MS (n=12)

Interviews The unmet needs were classified into the following categories: “relationship with the doctor”, “individual 
support of the health system”, “relationship with the individual severely affected by MS”, “end-of-life 
issues”, “self-care” and “greater awareness of MS”. Caregivers tend to refer to the unmet needs of their 
recipients and not exactly their own

Borreani et al. 2014, Unmet Needs of People with 
Severe Multiple Sclerosis and Their Carers: Qualitative 
Findings for a Home-Based Intervention, Italy

Identify unmet needs of patients 
with advanced MS living at home

Adults with advanced MS (n=10) Interviews; three focus group meetings with caregivers and users with 
advanced MS+. Two focus groups with health professionals

Unmet needs transcended medical issues and embraced organizational and psychosocial issues, as 
well as health policies. Dealing with disability rather than end-of-life was a major concern of patients and 
caregivers

Galushko et al. 2014, Unmet Needs of Patients Feeling 
Severely Affected by Multiple Sclerosis in Germany: A 
Qualitative Study, Germany

Explore the subjectively unmet 
needs of users with MS

Adults with MS (n=15) Interviews Unmet needs were identified in the main categories of “support to family and friends”, “health services”, 
“manage the day-to-day” and “maintain biographical continuity”. The patients expressed the desire for 
greater support from their families and to be seen as distinct individuals. They see a substantial deficit 
in the doctor-patient relationship and in the coordination of services. A decrease in the unmet needs 
expressed was found for more severely affected and less socially integrated patients

Strupp et al. 2013, Self-rating makes the difference: 
identifying palliative care needs of patients feeling 
severely affected by multiple sclerosis, Germany

Identify the specific PC needs of 
patients who felt severely affected 
by MS

Adults with MS (n=573) Questionnaire 358 (62.48%) felt more advanced stages of the disease. Compared to patients who feel less affected, 
they found that stress on their next of kin was greater. They needed a greater number of home visits and 
neurology consultations. They also needed more emotional support from the nursing services

Golla et al. 2014, Multiple sclerosis and palliative care 
– perceptions of severely affected multiple sclerosis 
patients and their health professionals: a qualitative 
study, Germany

Investigate how health 
professionals understand PC for 
patients with advanced MS

Adults with advanced MS and 
healthcare professionals (n=38): 
15 users with MS and 23 health 
professionals (3 social workers, 
7 nurses, and 13 physicians in 
outpatient settings)

Semi-structured interviews (patients and health professionals). Focus 
groups (health professionals)

Patients with MS were not, for the most part, familiar with the term “PC” or were only aware of this 
concept related to cancer and death. They did not take this concept as relevant to themselves. Health 
professionals assumed PC for diagnosis of terminal cancer. Most physicians doubted its relevance to 
patients in the area of neurology and did not consider MS as a possible cause of death. However, most 
felt that they already offered their patients sufficient PC support or thought they could not meet the 
more complex needs of MS patients. Most nurses and social workers recognize deficits in existing care 
structures and consider PC as a care opportunity for patients with MS

Golla et al. 2012, Unmet needs of severely affected 
multiple sclerosis patients: The health professionals’ 
view, Germany

Assess perception of the 
unmet needs of MS patients by 
healthcare professionals

Health professionals of users with 
advanced MS (n=23): 13 doctors; 
7 nurses; 3 social workers

Interviews. Focus groups Unmet needs were identified in four main categories (“family/friends support”; “health services”; 
“managing everyday life”; “maintaining biographical continuity”). While physicians assessed the most 
dissatisfied needs in the “health services” category, nurses and social workers focused on unmet needs 
in the categories “support from family/friends” and “maintain biographical continuity”

CANHELP, the Canadian health care evaluation project questionnaire; PC, palliative care; MS, multiple sclerosis; ACP, advance care plan.
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